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Introduction.

Over the years test theory has almost exclusively been con

cerned with the linear combination of test form scores called

the sum. One of the questions most frequently asked of test data

is to what extent different test forms combined in such a sum

measure the srune construct or trait.

It is well. known that one could al.so ask test data to what

extent different tests measure different constructs. Until re

cently, however,this problem of differential construct validity,

as it will be called in this paper,has been of negligible interest.

fhe linear combination of test scores called the difference has

for a long time remained somewhat obscure as a test theoretical

problen1. Generally, it has been Ii ttle und erstood and thought

to be of less practical significance.

In education increasing efforts are made to adapt instructio

nal nrograms to individual differences. In the past students

were apt to be selected into fixed treatments (programs),whereas

n modern pbLlosophy argue for adapting treatments to fit indivi

dual aptitudes. The matching of treatments to aptitudes calls for

a classification rather than a selection procedure. In this main

stream of educational philosophy the measurement of differential

aptitudes has come more and more in the foreground together with

renewed efforts to construct adaptive treatments or programs.
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rhe considerable intere::;t of recent yearD in the phenomenon of

aptitude-treatment interaction is certainly also a challenge to
reconsider

the test theoretician to Ahe psychometric problems connected

with the difference score. As references for this emphasis on

differential validity, see, for example, Cronbach and Snow (1969),

Cronbach (1971), Hills (1971), and Thorndike (1971).

'rhe purpose of the present paper is to consider the reliabi-

lity problem of difference scores within the framework of gene

ralizability theory. It will be shown and tried to make under-

standable that the same test theoretical rationale as developed

for sum scores is also valid for difference scores. Further, it

will be made clear how the reliability formulas for difference

scores are dependent upon the particular test designs employed.

:rhis is of crucial importance if one intends to generalize to

defined families of difference scores.

It should be noted at the outset that the subsequent discus-

sion does not go into the problematic character of gain or

change scores, as dealt \111 th by Cronbach and }\urby (1970), and

Cronbach, GIeser, Handa, and Hajaratnam (1972). It is here as

Sumed that difference scores between tests are logically sound

and should be assessed for their dependability as measures of dif

ferential constructs,both bipolar discrete constructs (e.g.verbal/

performance),and bipolar continuous constructs (e.g.satisfaction/

dissatisfaction).

Traditional formulation of the reliability of a difference.

In the discussion of a difference score, test theory litera

ture for many years has adhered to a uniform derivation of the
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formula for the reliability of such a difference. In its most

simulifieJ form this formula reads,

=
1

- I'12

where 1'11 is the average reliability for tests 1 and 2, and 1'12

the correlation between the two tests. This form is the only

one recommended by, for example, Gulliksen (1950), Mosier (1951),

Guilford (1954), Horst (1966), Magnusson (1967), McNemar (1969),

and I 1horndike and Hagen (1969).

Recently, however, the generality of this formulation of the

reliability of a difference score has been questioned. Formula

(1) "is a considerable simplification of the exact longer for

mula obtained when one derives the coefficient of reliability

for differences from classical measurement theory" (Stanley

1967, 249) • "~rhe tradi tional formula for reliability of a dif

ference score is a special case of the 'correct formula" (Cron

bach and Snow 1968,20 ). Cronbach and Furby (1970) maintain that

the formula has to change with different test designs.

The intricate character of formula (1) is associated with

what kind of reliability to choose for 1'11 and what intercorre

lation between tests (1'12) to use when more than one is con

ceivable. For the time being, there seems to be some confusion

concerning the correct formulation of the reliability of diffe-

rence scores. Until the narticular derivations of formulas for

specified test designs are shown, this confusion is likely to

persist. \'fe shall show that only ~ particular test design
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can match the traditional reliability formula for a difference

score.

A prominent feature of this paper will be to approach the

general problem of estimating difference score reliability in

terms of intraclass correlations. In reformulating this problem

by way of an analysis of variance rationale, one can much more

easily deal with the different facets that might go into test

designs. The flexibility of this approach will become apparent

as one proceeds with complex designs where the reliability of

various linear combinations, whether a sum, a difference, or a

combination of both, can be of substantive interest. In such

designs, formula (1) is completely out of date.

The nature of difference scores.

Estimating the generalizability of a test score, whether

generated as a sum composite or a difference composite, implies

finding how much of the score variance can be regarded as signal

and how much as noise.

In the case of an assumedly homogeneous composite it should

be clear that the difference between two random test samples

going into that composite is per definition a measure of random

error. Rulon (1939) saw this property of the difference scores

of a homogeneous test and ingeniously utilized it in developing

a new formula for the split-half reliability. If two halves of

a composite supposedly measure the same construct, then the va

riance of the difference scores between the two halves can be

taken to define the needed error variance.
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When Hoyt (1941) applied the analysis of variance technique

for the estimation of the int.ernal consistency of a homogeneous

composite, he used the person by test (item) interaction as the
and Stanley (1957)

defined error variance. Later, Gulliksen (1950)/showed that the

interaction variance used by Hoyt as a definition of error vari-

ance, was the average item variance minus the average interitem

covariance. For a two-test composite, like the Rulon case, the

sophisticated reader will see that this amounts to saying that

the difference score variance and the person by half-test inter

action are identical definitions. The general finding of Gul-
and Stanley

liksen/can be interpreted to mean that for a homogeneous compo-

site the error variance is defined by the average of all possible

difference score variances among items.

While the difference scores of a homogeneous composite reflec~

the noise property, a signal property of a difference score is

defined when two tests on a rational basis are conceived to be

measuring different constructs. When such scores are subtracted.

whatever they might have in common is partialled out, and the

residual score is a measure of differential constructs. The vari-

ance of difference scores, rationally defined, should be taken

to mean that different persons obtain different composite pro

files in responding to the two tests in the composite. Within a

probabilistic model, one certainly has to define an error term

to which the difference score variance should be related in or-

der to assess the reliability of the differences.

The dependability problem involved in dealing with the dif

ference score implies finding to what extent the profiles ob

tained by persons are consistent over comparable difference scores.
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Defining a family of difference scores.

According to generalizability theory, particularly, one has

to define a domain of tests in order to be able to determine to

what universe of measures he wants to generalize. This seems to

be evidently clear as far as a sum score is concerned.

But the srone rationale should of course also be valid for a

difference score. In order to estimate difference score reliabi

Ii ty, one has to be quite explicit of what ca..Yl be accepted as

comparable, admissible, (nominally) parallel, or (nominally)

equivalent difference scores, suitable for the particular testing

problem at issue. As Guttman (1953) remarked, defining parallel

or comparable measures is to a considerable extent a matter of

choice.

When concerned with a sum score, one identifying aspect or

facet of the test samples (items, forms) has to be defined. In

deciding on a family of measures for the homogeneous composite,

one is involved in a one-facet test design, having at least, say.

two forms or two occasions. It appears to the author that one

can not, as Cronbach and Furby (1970) seem to maintain, avoid

the complications of multifacet theory in discussing difference

score reliability,even in the most simple test design. It takes

one facet to define one difference score, and another facet to

define the family of difference scores to which one wants to

generalize.

If a score is defined as the difference between two tests,

the next decision to be made is to define one or more facets

over which to generalize. For example, one may want to genera-
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lize over forms, or over occasions, or over confounded forms

and occasions. In PIGURj~ 1 these options for defining families

of difference scores are illustrated. IJet X be a test score, the

Difference between
tests

generalized
over

~ forms ~ X112

~ '> occasions '> X121
forms and occasions-7 X

122

(a)

(b)

( c)

FIGURE 1. Families of difference scores

first subscript denoting test, the second occasion, and the

third form. By having defined three families of difference scores

over which to generalize, three test designs are simultaneously

specified, a, b, and c.

\n1en a particular family of difference scores is chosen as

the one of substantive interest, the reliability problem invol

ves estimating the consistency of the defined comparable mea-

sures.

To keep the formulations within reasonable bounds, the sub

sequent discussion will be restricted to designs with 2 fixed

tests, two fixed occasions, and 2 or k random forms.

The interclass correlation approach to the reliability of a

homogeneous difference score composite.

The correlation between two comparable measures is generally

accepted as an estimate of the reliability of one of the compa-
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rable measures. If two comparable difference scores are given,

then their intercorrelation should be taken to be the reliabi

lity of one difference score (Stanley 1967).

As a first step in approaching the general problem of esti

mating difference score reliability, the rationale of an inter

class correlation will be applied to show the derivation of

difference score reliability formulas for the simplest case pos

sible, only two difference scores given.

Assume that two domains of tests are defined, each domain

being thought to measure different constructs. }urther, assume

that two forms are picked within each of the domains, such that

two difference scores are available, D1 = X11 - X23 and D2 =

X12 - X24 . The first sUbscript denotes test, the second form.

Thus, form 1 and 2 are comparable measures within test 1; form

3 and 4 comparable measures within test 2. A family of diffe

rence scores is now defined, being a case of design a in FIGURE

1. This means that one is interested in generalizing over

forms of difference scores.

How the correlation between the two difference scores will

come out, can most clearly be seen from a correlation matrix

where all four test forms are considered one linear combina-

tion with both signs used, plus for the two forms of the first

test and minus for the two forms of the second test, as shown

in TABIJE 1. Two categories of correlation coefficients should

be kept separate in TABLE 1. These are the correlations between

forms within one of the two defined domains and the correlations

between forms between the two domains. Tlle two categories of

coefficients will be called the within test between forms cor-
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relation, r wb ' and the between tests between forms correlation,

r bb • It should be noted that the terminology adopted here, is
a between

parallel to the notion of/correlation between linked and/inde-

pendent observations, as adopted by Cronbach and Furby (1970).

The correlation within test between forms is based on two linked

observations, while the correlation between tests between forms

is based on independent observations. It should be obviously

rl'ABLE 1. The correlation between difference scores

;.r" ""'''''''''.''" •__,.4'~_""""".",,,,,,,,,,_ .-~..•~_.. _.-~.~"._--_ •.__._-- ,.....-~_.....~~ .. _ ..._._··,_....-"----'.--i

! D1 D2 I
1--------------.,-.,•.-----1-.'-'---'_"_----

X11 -X23 __..+X 12 -X24 I
1 -rbb +rwb -rbb !

-rbb 1 -rbb +rwb I

clear that the r wb coefficients can be expected to be consider
construct

ably higher than the r bb coefficients if differential/validity

is indicated for the two domains.

The correlation between the two difference scores in TABLE 1

can easily be found by taking the ratio of the covariance between

the difference scores to the product of the standard deviations

of the two scores,

CovD /D
1 2 (2 )
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If one makes the assumption that the correlation coefficients

within tests between forms can be expected to be equal, and like

wise for the correlation coefficients between tests between forms,

formula (2) simplifies to

r D /D =:

122
=

1

L-I,

Formula (3) is the traditional form of the difference score

reliability. Syntactically it is equal to formula (1). Semanti

cally, formula (3) is associated with a particular test design

and has a clear meaning, while formula (1) as a general formula

tion of difference score reliability is unequivocal. As will be-

come apparent as we proceed, this nested design, here forms nes-

ted within tests, is the only test design for which the traditi

onal formula for the difference score reliability is valid.

Next, a completely ignored feature of the reliability of dif

ference scores will be approached. In keeping with traditional

test theory, one may want to ask what the reliability of the

two difference scores combined in a sum will be. This amounts

to being concerned with the reliability of the linear combina

tion X11 - X23 + X12 - X24 . Intuitively, it seems reasonable to

adopt the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula for this problem: In

doubling the single difference score measure, what will the re

liability be? By applying the simple Spearman-Brown formula for

double length, one can derive formula (4), using formula (3) as

the point of departure. As far as the author knows, formula (4)

has never appeared in the test theory literature before. Concep

tually, the formula is doubtless sound, and it certainly should



r - r
2( wb bb)

1 - r bb

r - r
1 +( wb bb)

1 - rbb

11

1 + rwb
(4 )

prove to be an extremely useful formula. If two comparable dif-

ference scores are available, one should not use the two scores

for estimating the reliability for one of them, as Stanley (1967)

recommends. Rather, he should estimate the reliability for the

sum of the two difference scores, like what is done in (4), and

use that linear combination as a measure in a practical testing

situation, and not only one of the difference scores available.

By having elaborated the rationale for the difference score

reliability in dealing with one and two difference scores, one

should be ready to consider the more general problem of aporo

aching the internal consistency of a defined family of diffe

rence scores. This, we think, will be an exact parallel to the

derivation of the Hoyt-Cronbach alpha coefficient. The general

form of coefficient alpha for 1:5. comparable difference scores

can be defined

= (.ls-.)(1alpha:D(k) k-1

where k is the number of difference scores, or number of forms

within each of the two tests, ~Vdi the sum of the k difference

score variances, and VI) the variance of the sum of the k diffe

rence scores. Thus, (5) is in form equal to traditional coeffi-
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cient alpha for the case where k test scores are defined as k

difference scores.

From the correlation matrix of the sum of two difference

scores, r~/\.BIJ~ 1, it can be seen that one difference score vari

ance has the forn 2 - !:rbb , where 2 is the smIl of two standard

score variances. By averaging the corrr:lation coefficients be-

tween tests between forms, the SUM of the ]~ difference score

variances can be written k(2-2rbb ).

L,1ron the correlation matrix, iL'AB:LE 1, can also be observed

that the covarim1ce between difference scores has the form

E r - E r bb • By averaging the correlation coefficients, the form
"vb

will be 2rwb - 2rbb o While there are k difference score varian-

ces, there are k(k-1) difference score covariances, such that

the variance of the sum of k difference scores can be written

k(2-2'rbb ) + k(k-1)(2rwb-2rbb ). Consequently, formula (5) will

read in terms of the properties of the correlation matrix of the

k difference scores,

alphaD(k) ::: (..ls.....)(1 _
k-1

k(2rwb-irbb )
:::

2-2i\b + (k-1 )(2rwb-2i\b)

:::

1 + (k-1)rwb - krbb

(6 )
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Formula (6) is here considered a true counterpart to coefficient
expected

alpha as traditionally conceived. It is the/correlation of the

sum of k comparable difference scores with another set of k com

parable difference scores.

The form of coefficient alpha developed in formula (6) is

the general Spearman-Brown prophecy formula adopted for diffe

rence scores. As far as the author knows, formula (6) is also

new in test theory literature. (A similar reasoning seems to be

the basis for Bereiter (1963), and Webster & Bereiter (1963) in

conceiving of composite difference scores,i.e. differences as
reliability.

sums of change items,and a stepped-up /It can be seen

that formula (6) is related in form to the traditional Spearman

Brown prophecy formula: In (6) the numerator and the denominator

in traditional Spearman-Brown is reduced by the common variance

between the two tests (domains).

It should be noted that formula (6) could well be derived by

directly applying the general Spearman-Brown to the correlation

between two difference scores, or the reliability of one diffe

rence score, formula (3). But that would be a more mechanical

derivation. The point of departure for developing formula (6) is

believed to be more meaningful.

Both formula (3) and formula (6) pay attention to a phenome

non which has been totally ignored in dealing with difference

scores (except for the two references above ): The possibility

of increasing the reliability of a difference score by addi,ng

more comparable observations to the measure. This point will be

emphasized throughout in the subsequent discussion.
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.ueriving the reliability of difference scores by way of a

variance components analysis as a gen~ral approach.

nf diffl'rencc ~)coreG bet"/cen touts over nested forms wi thin test:::

can be explicated in terms of em interclass correlation approach.

In the following, additional test designs of greater complexity

will be presented where several difference scores can be defined

and also different familie~3 of difference scores over which one

may want to generalize.

The multifacet character of difference score reliability even

in l'ts .~.·lO",.)t sl'm!.l.le form ln~~.. I?·e',.', ~h'"'. l·lltercl....,"'el correla·tl'on '·'p Y rc·'C<01.'• > ' h (, '- " c, u ~) '- c...1.)) G." L"

less suitable than an annl,v:;i;: of varirmce ap'!I'oach i}~ terms of

vuri::-~lcc COtil ,rment::,. Jc; :3(n,~ of the test.'l e;-Jigns to be dralt "";'
"'" t.

\'iill include mOrE? than two facetfj, it ;"eerns desirable to e;-3tabl i.

a more general approach. Unllou bterl1y, a vs.riance components anc:.'

l]si::..; i:: ~ncll n.n ap tlroach in wllich it will he pas si bl e to d c:ri Vi,,'

-[;;1(:' corr·;ct [or11;u1as for tIle rcliabili ty of variously Jefined
of

•.~ Lffcrenee ,):~()re;::; over l:iff';Y'cnt'inds,/universes of [(eneraliza--

Lion by taki into account the particular test designs used.

Alto~~e the]' 7 test dc:;ii<YJ::; will be iH'O[:;ented and. analyzed by

8. variance COlTiuonents approach, ernph8sizing the assessment of
construct

the differential/validity of tests over forms and/or occasions.

One feature of the present formulation of the reliability of

difference scores should be noted at the outset. The analysis of

variance will be performed on ,3tandardized scores. 11hi s is done 1

first, ill order that the sets of scores should be in comparable

lmits, else the difference scores will have no meaning. Another
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reason for choosing the standard score as the comparable unit

is that the derivations of formulas via variance components ana-

lysis can be expressed in terms of the covariances of standar-

dized scores, which are correlation coefficients. Thus the for-

mulations to be developed in the following can be compared to

previous formulations of difference score reliability, whicb has

always been in terms of interclnss correlations.

Design 1.

In analysis of variance terms, what is here called test design

1 is an n-persons-by-two-tests-by-k-forms-within-tests design,

where persons and forms are random factors and tests a fixed

factor. rrhis is the same test design that underlies formula (6).

First the minimum design for finding the reliability of the

difference between two tests will be presented,i.e. only two

forms within each of the tests, in order to keep matters as

TABLE 2. ANOVA of test design 1.

Sources. SS df lVlS E(NIS)

Persons SS n-1 lVIS (52 + 26'2 + 462
p p pf:t pt p

Tests 0 1 0

Forms:T 0 2 0

SS n-1 MS t 2 2P x T 6pf : t + 26ptpt P

P x F:T SSpf:t 2(n-1) MSpf : t
($2
pf:t

simple as possible by way of introduction. The analysis of vari

ance table (ANOVA table) together with the expected mean squares
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(E(MS)) is shown in TABLE 2. The notation f:t means forms nested

within tests. This is in accordance with the notation recommended

by Millman and Glass (1967) and Cronbach,Gleser,Nanda, and Raja
of

ratnam (1972). It should be noted that two/the sources in TABLE

2, tests and forms, come out with zero sums of squares because

the data matrix has been columncentered by the standardizing

procedure.

While MSp is of crucial interest when the sum score i.s at

issue, it is the MSpt that attracts the attention in the present

context. The person by test interaction reflects the variance

attributed to differential aptitudes on the two tests. Conceptu

ally, the same variance can be obtained by taking the variance

of the difference scores between the two tests across the two

forms within each of the tests.

The components model for the person by test interaction,

E(MS t)' shows the conceptual separation of what is defined as
p and

true difference score variance/error of measurement variance. As

can be seen, it is the person by form interaction within the

tests that serves the function of defining the error term assocj.-

ated with the observed difference scores. This interaction is a

measure of inconsistency of responses over forms· within the tests.

As such,this interaction appears to be a logically sound error

of measurement variance.
the

In defining/reliability of difference scores, the ratio of

true score variance to observed score variance is still the

reasonable formulation to make. By way of the E(MSpt )' two reli

ability coefficients can be defined, one for the sum of the two

difference scores, another for the average difference score,
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denoted r D(2) and r D(1)' respectively.

226pt M~'"pt- MSpf : tu

. r D(2) = =
62

+ 262 MSpf:t pt pt

62 MS - MS
r D(1 ) =

pt
62 = pt pf:t

($2 + MSpt+ MS pf : tpf:t pt

(7)

(8)

Under formulas (7) and (8) both defining and computing forms

are given.

Formulas (7) and (8) seem indeed a far cry from formulas (4)

and (3). Actually, formula (3) is identical with formula (8);

and formula (4) with formula (7). However, the two sets of for

mulas are expressed in languages that are apparently quite dif

ferent.

As a matter of fact, the complete convergence of the two

languages is fairly easy to show. The sources of variance associ-

ated with persons in test design 1, TABLE 2, are all linear com-

binations of the four forms going into the design. According to

multivariate statistics one can construct four orthogonal linear

combinations of the four forms that will exhaust the total vari-

ance of the four forms. These four linear combinations are given

by the particular test design used.

In the present design there is one linear combination which

is the sum of the four forms, one that is a difference between

the two tests over the two forms within each of them, and two

linear combinations, one within each of the two tests, that are

the differences between the forms. The variances of the four

linear combinations will be, using the notation employed in
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rpABIJE 1 (The first subscript denotes test, the second form. ):

Vp (n~1)2:(Z11 2 (9)= + z12 + z23 + z24)

1 2Vpt = (n_1)2:(z11 + z12 - z23 - z24) (10)

1 2 1 2V - (n_1)2:(z11 z12) + (n-1 )2:(z23 - z24) (11 )pf:t

By expanding formulas (9), (10), and (11), four variances and

twelve covariances, which are correlation coefficients, are ob

tained. Of the twelve covariances, two categories can be dis-

tinguished and will be kept separate: The covariances between

forms within tests, r wb ' and the covariances between forms between

tests, r bb • There are four covariances of the first category and

eight of the second. By reassembling, summing, and averaging the

variances and the covariances of the two categories, the varian

ces of the linear combinations in (9), (10), and (11) can be

wri tten,

V = 4 + 4r + 8rbb ( 12)
P wb

Vpt = 4 + 4r wb - 8rbb (13 )

Vpf : t = 2(2 - 2rwb ) (14 )

A fW1ctional relationship between the variances of the actual

linear combinations as developed in (12), (13), and (14-) and the

f.1S's obtained in an analysis of variance approach should be ob

served. The variances obtained in (12) and (13) are larger than

the MS p and the MSpt in TABLE 2 by a factor of 4, which is the

nwnber of forms going into the linear combinations. The variance
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obtained in (14) is larger than the MSpf : t in TABLE 2 by a fac

tor of 2, which is the number of forms going into each of the

two pooled linear combinations. These are all consequences of

different conventions in defining the variance of linear combi

nations in a psychometric and an analysis of variance tradition.

According to the way of expressing the variances of the linear

combinations in terms of the correlation matrices, as done in

(12), (13), and (14), and in observing the relationship between

those variances and the MS' s of '-CABLE 2, a modified ANOYA table

of test design 1 is given in TABLE 3, with components derived as

functions of avera.ge correlation coefficients. Only the MS's for

the three sources associated with individual differences are pre-

sented. TABLE 3 is interesting in showing the convergence of an

TABLE 3. ANOYA of standardized scores· of design 1.

I;; (1\IIS ) Obs (IVi;, ) Variance
components

2 2 462 1 2rbbMS = 6pf : t
-1- 26pt + - + r wb + r bb. p p

.MSpt
=. 62

+ 262
::: 1 + r wb - 2rbb r wb r bbpf:t pt

2 1 1MSpf : t == 6pf : t ::: - r wb r wb

analysis of vrl.ricu'lce of a repeated measures design vvi th functions

of the correlation raatrices of the linear combinations of those

repeated measures.

In ~'ABLE 3 the information needed to translate the defined

difference score reliabilities of forml1las (7) and (8) into for-

mulas in terms of observed properties of the correlation matrices

of the linear combinations is prOVided.
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262 1\1S Me' 2rwb - 2rbb
r D(2)

pt pt- u pf : t (4 )= 2 2cS 2 -- =
MS 1 - 2rbbO'pf:t+ pt pt + r wb -

02 MS - MS r wb - r bb
r D(1 )

pt pt pf:t ( 3 ):::

62 + 0'2
::: -

pf:t pt MS pt+ MS pf : t 1 - r bb

The derivation of the reliability of the sum of two diffe-

renee scores and the reliability of one average difference score

by an analysis of variance approach ends up with just the same

formulas as derived by the more traditional interclass corre

lation approach (see pages 10-11). What is of considerable inter-

est to learn from TABLE 3 is that the variance components can be

written as functions of the correlation coefficients. As a matter

of fact, what is called variance components in the terms of ana-
of variance

lysis/can sometimes more appropriately be called covari~ce com-

ponents (Stanley 1961, Eikeland 1970, Cronbach, GIeser, Nanda,

and Rajaratnam 1972, and Eikeland 1972).

rrAb!,j'; .L /\I!\.iVA of standardized scores of test d~~i -Jl 1.

(nx2x'-:)

VL~ri:mce

components
E ( 1',,1;3 ) Ob r , (Tii,-:')

~') 'ill..)

,..., , 2 ,)

)rwb lITbb
~ ;1 '-," aC-. + ') lr a'- 1 (k-1l\',~ tJ - i, (J' L I -- I +
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- rpf:t pf: t wb
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f.f.1]-w more general formulation of the reliability for test de

sign 1, vdth k forms wi thin each of Lh(~ two tests, can readily

be worked Ollt in terJO[) of vuri.ancE' components expr(~ssed a,s
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functions of the 2k x 2k correlation matrix. This expansion is

shown in TABLE 4.

In the n-persons-by-two-tests-by-k-forms-within-tests design,

a set of k random differences between two forms, one from each

of the tests, can be formed. The reliability of the sum of these

difference scores can be established by taking the ratio of

universe score variance, which is krwb- krbb , to the observed

sum of difference score variance, which is 1 + (k-1)rwb - krbb •

alphaD(k) = (6)

By the variance components analysis formula (6) is rederived as

the alpha coefficient for the sum of k random difference scores.

(Par the previous derivation of formula (6), see page 12.)

Design 2.

Consider next another test design with the same two facets,

tests and forms, as in design 1. What is different from design

1 is that forms are thought to be crossed with tests. In an

n-persons-by-two-tests-by-two-forms test design the same formats

can be used under both tests. For example, one may be interested

in the difference score between two concepts measured by the

same two scales in a semantic differential approach. Let the

two concepts be named tests and the two scales forms. In this

particular design, the four orthogonal linear combinations that

are established by the design matrix are somewhat different from

the linear combinations established for design 1. The variances
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of the four linear combinations will be,

1 2 ( 15 )V = (n-1 )L: (z11 + 2 12 -I z21 + 2 22 )
p

1 2 ( 16 )V t = (n-1 )L: ( z 11 + z12 - z21 z22)P

Vpf (n~1 )2: (z11
2 (17 )- z12 + z21 - z22)

V = (n~1)L: (z 11 - z12 z21 + z22)2 ( 18)ptf

where V isp

observations, Vpt the variance of the difference score between

tests across forms, Vpf the variance of the difference score be

tween forms across tests, and Vptf is the variance of a differen

ce be~¥een two differences score; i.e., the difference between

the two differences between forms for each of the two tests. The

two subscripts for the standard scores denote tests and forms,

respectively.

. I

standardized of test design 2.TABIJ'~ 5. ANOVA of scores

Variance
'i' ( [II (' ) Obs(MS) components.t, \.•)

2 222
"I, '~Ct = 6ptf+26pf+26pt+46p - 1 + r wb+ r bw+ r bb r bb,,,,)P

2 2MS _.. °ptf+26pt -."- 1 + r wb- r - r bb rwb-rbbpt bw
2 2MSpf .- °ptf+26pf 1 - r wb+ r bw- r bb rbw-rbb

2 1 1-rwb-'i\w+rbbMSptf = Cptf - r wb- r bw+ r bb

By expanding formulas (15)-(18), reassembling the variances

and three cateeories of correlation coefficients, and averaging,

the Obs Ut~) colurrm of 'NU31,f'; 5 is obtained by dividing each of
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the variances of the linear combinations in (1,)-(18) by 4,the

number of observations going into each of the combinations. In

passing it should be noted that the sum of the Obs (IVIS) column

of TABLE 5 adds to 4, which is the total variance of the four

standardized variables, the trace.

The three categories of correlation coefficients represented

in TABIJE 5 are a wi thin test between forms correlation, r wb ; a

between tests within form correlation, r bw ; and a between tests

between forms correlation, r bb ·

Again it is the person by test interaction that is of inter-

est in assessing the reliability of the difference score, i.e.the

MSpt in TABLB 5,the observed

the B(MSpt ) can be seen what

ance and what error. The two

difference score variance. Prom

is considered universe score vari-

alpha coefficients for the diffe-

rence score between tests will be,

al phapt (2) -
MS t- MS tfP P

MS t
P

= ( 19 )

62 MSpt- MSptf r wb- r bb
al phapt (1) .- pt (20)2 62 ..

6ptf -I pt MS pt+ MSptf 1 - r bw

In formulas (19) and (20) the reliabilities are given as

defining fonnulas in terms of variance components; one set of

computinG formulas in terms of rvrs's, another in terms of corre

lation coefficients. It is indeed difficult on an intuitive ba-

sis to see why the formulas in terms of correlation coefficients

should come out as they do. '~he subtle difference between for-

mula (3) and formula (20) should be noted. 'Phi s is the same dis

tinction as made by Cronbach and ~lrby (1970,p.71 ),their for

mulas (C;) and (7).
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rllhe general case of test design 2 will be a design with n

persons, 2 tests, and k fonns crossed with tests. The reliabi-

lity of the difference score between the two tests across the

k forms is of interest. In deriving the formula for the reliabi

lity of this particular difference score, several approaches

could be undertaken. The most convenient approach is certainly

by way of the E(MS pt ) in an ANOVA table for this general test

design, which will give,

alphapt(k) --
NIS t

P
MSpt

(21 )

It may also be interesting to see what the general formula

will be like in terms of correlation coefficients. One could

elaborate the Obs (MS) column in fl'ABLE 5 for this purpose. More

easily, this formula can be derived by applying the general

Spearman-Brown prophecy formula to formula (20). By this proce-

dure, the result is,

alphapt(k) .- (22)

There is a slight change from formula (6), which is the gene

ral case of test design 1, to formula (22), the general case of

test design 2. What these changes in formulas will be from test

design to test design seem not to be foreseeable on a cornmon

sense basis. A strict adherence to rules of thumb for writing

out the variance components model for the particular test de-

signs used will be a good advice in order to be able to end up

with the correct reliability formulas.
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Design ~i..

one of our
For the first time occasions will be included in /test de

construct
signS. We are still interested in the differential/validity of

the two test scores, but now the intention is to generalize

over two fixed occasions.

Design 3 is a confounded test design in that only one form is

used for each test on both occasions. Thus a test-form unit is

established, making the operational definition of a test totally

dependent on the one particular form chosen for each of the two

tests.

Syntactically, test design 3 is identical to design 2 when k =

2. Semantically, however, they are quite different as design 2

generalizes over forms while design 3 generalizes over occasions.

Let X111 , X121 ; X212 , X222 be the four scores going into test

design 3 with first subscript denoting test, second occasion,

and third form. The intention is to estimate the reliability of

the linear combination of the two difference scores between

tests,(X111 - X212 ) + (X 121 - X222 ) and also the reliability of

one average difference score between tests. While forms in test

design 2 are crossed with tests, in design 3 occasions are cros-

sed with tests. Just the same three categories of correlation

coefficients as specified for test design 2, r wb ' r bw ' and r bb ,

can also be identified in the present design, but the meaning

will be different. In design 3, r wb means the correlation within

test between occasions, r bw the correlation between tests within

occasion, and r bb the correlation between tests between occasions.

In deriving the reliability formulas for the present design,

TABLE 5 is applicable, remembering that the PF interaction is
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replaced by a PO, a person by occasion, interaction. Thus for

mulas (19) and (20) will also be correct for the reliabilities

wantcd for test design 3, with a slight change in the subscript

for the component and the MS for the triple interaction. The

correct formulas will read,

262 MS t- MS t 2rwb-2rbb
alphapt (2)

pt p P 0
::: 2 262

_. --
6pto + MSpt 1+rwb-rbw-rbbpt

62 MSpt- NISpto r wb- r bb
alpha t(1)

pt
:::

2 62 -- _.-
P 6pto + MSpt+ IVIS 1 - r bwpt pto

(23)

(24 )

An extremely interesting change in the syntactical feature of

reliability formulas should be noted in degressing for a short

while to the reliability of the change score, i.e. the differen-

ce between occasions score. li'rom rrABIJE 5 it is possible to de-

rive the two reliability coefficients for the difference between

occasions. The formulas will be,

alpha 0(2) :::p

alphapo (1) .-

(25)

(26)

As can be seen, the two categories of correlations, r wb and

r bw ' has changed roles from the set of coefficients for test

difference, (23) and (24), to the new set for occasion differen

,ce, (25) and (26). Certainly, it is possible to figure out on a

logical basis that the change has to be made exactly this way,

but it is not immediately apparent.
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Design 4.

In design 4, two comparable forms for each test will be in-

cluded, in addition to two tests and two occasions. However,

the forms are going to be confounded with occasions, such that

occasion-form units are established. Thus the separate effects

of occasion and form can not be distinguished in the design. Let

X111 , X122 , X213 , X224 be the four scores going into test design

4 with first sUbscript denoting test, second occasion, and third

form. The intention is to estimate the reliability of the linear

combination of the two difference scores between tests, (X 111 

X213 ) + (X122- X224 ) and also the reliability of one average

difference score between tests.

This particular design is a prominent one in the literature,

as it is the one test design (among many possible others) used

by Stanley (1967) and Stanley (1971) in discussing the problem

of difference score reliability.

It should be more or less obvious that design 4 is syntacti

cally identical to design 3, as two tests are crossed with two

occasions. rrherefore, no new formulas can be developed for this

test desir,n. fi'ormulas (23) and (24) are valid for the difference

between tests, and formulas (25) and (26) for the difference

between occasions, if that particular difference should be of

concern. Semantically, however, there is a slight but signifi

cant discrepancy, attributable to the different kinds of con-

founded effects in design 3 and design 4.

Design 5.

A much stronger test design than the two preceding ones can

be generated by taking new samples of comparable forms for the
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tests for each test-occasion combinatiou. This design will in-

clude tests, occasions that are crossed with tests, and forms

nested within each test-occasion combination. How can the reli-

ability for the difference score between tests generalized over

occasions and forms be worked out?

Consider a 2-tests-by-2-occasions-by-k-nested-forms-within
design

test-occasion-combinations/.For this three-facet test design, it
much

is obviously clear how/can be gained by applying an analysis of

variance approach. Actually, an approach to the reliability of

the difference score between tests by way of' interclass correla

tions would be extremely difficult, although not impossible.

In writing out the ANOVA table for design 5, only the struc

tural models for those sources that involve individual differen-

ces will be specified. For the present desir,n this means that

tests, occasions, test by occasion interaction, and nested forms

will be ignored. As remembered, these sources will have zero

sums of squares in a columncentered matrix.

~~ABILJ'; 6. Variance components model
for standardized scores of test design :)

+- 2k62
po
2

I- 2k6pt

2k62
po

2+ k6pto
2+ k6pto

+ k6 2
t

+
p 0
2+ k6pto

62
pf:to
2

6pf : to
62

pf:to
62
pf:to
2

6 " tpI: 0

J?T

Fb': TO

PTO

PO

In the nresent context, it is the strLlctural model for PT,
variance of the

the/difference score between tests, that is of particular inter-
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est. Notice that for the first time the variance components

model for the difference score between tests has three terms.

(rhe new te:na is the weip;hteci component for the person by test

by occasion interaction, which can be interpreted to mean the

inconsistency of the difference score between tests for the two

occasions, or the stabili ty of the difference score. f,lhe pro blen

with k62
t is nhether it should [';0 to error or to universe score

p 0

variance. ~hc solution is dependent upon how occasion is defined,

vv'hether as a random or a fixed factor. As there can be no mea-

ning in generalizing to a universe of occasion, this facet has

to be considered fixed,i.e. the intention is to Generalize to

just those two occasions chosen for the test design. '.0herefore,

k6~to will be a systematic source of variance in the observed

difference score and is allocated to universe score variance.

(POI' a discussion of this kind of probl.ems, see Rabinowitz and

Eikeland (1964), and Eikeland (1972).) rphus, as a defining formu-

la for the reliability of the difference score for tests in de

sign 5, the following should be the correct ones,

alphant(k)

2 2
k6 t + 2k6 tp 0 p

.. 62 + k62 + 21 62
pf:to pto C pt

(27)

alphapt (1) .-

2 2
6 t + 6 tpoP

2 26pf : to + 6pto +
(28)

In tOTIns of obtained MS's, i.e. as computing formulas, (27)

and (28) should be, using TABIJE 6,

alphaot (k) ...
r.TSpt - NISpf : to

MSpt
(29)
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r,'i~) .f) t -I- NI;') - 211,18pto J pf:to
alphan t (1) :.:

~,I~)pt -I- NI~)pto -I 2(k-1 )M~)p:r:to
(30)

In practical testing, formulas (29) and (30) are the conveni
be

ent formulas to use. More as a curiosity,it might/of interest to

see how formulas (27) and (28) will come out as a function of

the correlation matrix of test design 5~

TABIJl~; 7. Obs (]VIS) for test design 5
as a function of the correlation matrix.

Components
MS = 1 + (k-1 )r lW + krwb -I- krbw + krbb r bbP Vi

I"JSpt - 1 + (k-1 )rvvw + krwb krbw krbb r wb- r bb
r,TS = 1 -I (k-1 )r krwb + krbw krbb r - r bbpo ww bw
r,r0 - 1 + (1;;:-1 )rww krwb krbw + krbb r r wb- r bw-I- r bb\'U t -- - - -. p 0 ww
MSpf:to - 1 - r 1 - rww ww

In TABLE 7, as there are three facets in design 5, a third

subscript is understated, the subscript for form. The under

statement is that all correlations are between forms. Else,the

first subscript denotes test, the second occasion. As a check on

the correctness of the derivation of variance components, it

should be remembered that the sum of the unweighted components

in the components column in ~'ABLE 7 must add to 1, which is the

variances in the principal diagonal of the correlation matrix.

Using TABIJE 6 and ~rABLE 7, the reliabili ties for the differen

ce score can be worked out in terms of average correlation coef-

ficients,

alphap t (1c ) --
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(32)

Wormula ('51) undoubtedly bears a certain similari ty to the

general Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, but has become much more

complicated. It should be compared to fonnula (6) and formula (22).

Formula (32) is in form equal to formula (3); however, the
also

choice of correlation coefficients should be noted. It should/be

compared to formula (20) and formula (26). The comparisons show

how dependent the 'formulas are on test design and what kind of

difference score is being examined.

Design 6.

The next test design to be discussed is thought to be a re-

alistic one in that much test data should exist that match this

design. It would be like taking test-retest for a battery consis
tests

ting of with forms nested within them. Actually, this

should be the proper test design for Irwin (1966) in his effort

to assess the reliability of difference scores in WISe. Here

design G will be presented as a 2-tests-by-two-crossed occasions

by-k-forms-nested-within-tests design. (The change from design 5

to design 6 should be noted: In design 5 forms are nested within

TO, in design 6 they are nested wi thin rp.)

The variance components model for the standardized scores of

test design 6 is presented in ~ABLE 8. It looks formidable, yet

it is believed to be meaningful. Only the model for the PT inter-

action, the difference score for tests, will be examined. There

are four components going into the theoretical structure of the
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TABLE 8. Variance components model
for standardized scores of test design 6

P

PT

PO

PTO

PF:T

POF:T

62
pof:t

62
pof:t

62
pof:t

62
pof:t
2

6pof : t

62
pof:t

+ 26~f:t + k6~to
2 2

+ 26pf : t + k6pto
+ k62

t + 2k6 2
P 0 po
2

+ kd'pto

4- 262
pf:t

+ 2k6~t + 4k6~

difference score of interest. The 6~t measures the consistency

of the difference scores across occasions and forms, while 62
pto

is a measure of the inconsistency of the difference scores for
2the two occasions. The 6pf : t reflects the inconsistency of forms

within the tests.

In the present design form is considered a random facet; test

and occasion are fixed facets. Because occasion is fixed, k6~to

has to be regarded as part of the universe score variance, to

gether with 2k6~t' while the two other components define the

error variance. Thus the defining formula for the reliability of

the difference score for tests will be,

alphapt(k) = 62
pof:t

2 2
k6 to + 2k6 t

+ 26E + k6~ ~.

alphapt (1) :. 62
pof:t

(34)

Formula (35) is the computing form of fOI~ula (33). A compu

ting formula of (34) could be developed. But the form would be
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alphapt(k)

too unwieldy to be of any practical value. ]i'ormulas in terms of

the correlation matrix of test design 6 for (33) and (34) could

also be developed, as was done for design 5. This will be drop-

ped in the present case because the formulations will be extreme-

ly awkward.

Design 7.

A modified design of the preceding one can be thought of,

having tests, two occasions, and forms crossed with tests instead

of nested. Design 7 will be an extended design 2 by adding two

occasions. Thus the difference score between tests can be gene-

ralized across both occasions and forms. rPhe variance components

TABljE 9. Variance components model

for standardized scores of test design 7

p

PT

PO

PTO

PF

PPO

PF'TO

2 2 2 2 2 222
6 ft +26 f +26 ft+46 f,+k6 t +2k6 ~2k6 t+4k6P 0 p'O P P P 0 po p P
222 2

6pfto+26pft+k6pto+2k6pt

62 +26 2 +k62 +2k62
pfto pfo pto po

62 +k6 2
pfto pto
22·22

6 ft +26 f +26 ft+46 fp' 0 pop P
2 2

6pfto+26pft

6~fto+26;fO
62
pfto

model for test design 7 with 2 tests,2 crossed occasions, and k

crossed forms is presented in TABLE 9.
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rrhere are theoretical strllctures for the varic:mce of several

kinds of scores in TABLE 9 that might be of considerable inter-

est to examine, In the context of the present discussion, how

ever, only the model for the difference score between tests, the

variance of the PT interaction, will be analyzed.

The present design is powerful enough to provide detailed in

formation on how the difference score behaves. As a matter of

fact, the model for the difference score of tests in TABLE 9

has a clear meaning in the rrhorndike (1951) sense. He described

a test score as possibly influenced by general-lasting effects,

general-temporary effects, specific-lasting effects, and specific

temporary effects (plus a fifth group of various random effects).

Now, it is of considerable interest to look at the model for the

difference score with this perspective in mind: The 6;t is the

eeneral component, indicating how much of the observed difference

score variance can be attributed to a cooonon source across forms

and occasions (general-lasting). Next, the 02 t is indicating to
nl p 0

what extent the difference score is incosistent from the first

to the second occasion (general-temporary). The 6~ft reflects

the incgsistency of forms across the two occasions, thus being

a case of the specific-lasting effect. IJastly, the 6~fto is a

measure of the specific-temporary effect in the difference score,

together with a hodge-podge of random effects, because the design

is an unrcplicated one in the sense that there is only one ob

servation within each of the test-occasion-form cells.

In dc:~fining the reliability of the dif:ference score between

tests, it should be remembered that test and occasion are fixed

facets, vlhile forms are considered to be a random facet. There-
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fore, the universe score variance should
22k6pt ' and the definin[?; formulas for the

consist of k6 2
t andp a

reliability of the dif-

ference score between tests for test design 7 will read,

alphant (k) --

o
k6"- -I-

pta
2k6 -Ipta

?l :!lu:\~G( 1) = 6 2
pfto

2
-1- 6

pf't
2

i 6pta
2+ 6pt

'-rho com:9uting form of fannula (36) in tOr-1m3 of a bserved HS I S

will be,

a,lphant (L) -- (38)

no eff'ort will be made to derive a computin? form of formula

~ (37) in terms of a bserved M~) IS, nei ther will (:36) and (37) be

developed as functions of the correlation matrix of test design

7. 'rhe formulations would be qui te impractical and also of less

theoretical interest.

An overview of the 7 test designs examined in this paper is

presented in fJ.1ABIJ}t; 10. Jilor convenience, only two forms for each

test or each test-occasion combination are included for designs

1,2,5,6,and 7, instead of k, which is the ceneral case treated

above. The linear combination of scores for the difference score

between tests for the i th person is given for each of the seven

designs.
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TABLE 10. An overview of test designs 1-7.

-
Design 1 Design 2

T1 T2 T1 T2 ,

F1 F2 F
3

F4 F1 F2 F,. F2
+X

11i
+X -X23i -X24i +X11i +X12i -X 21i -X22i

r

12i ,

r

Design. 3 Design 4

T1
If T1 T22 ,

°1 °2 °1 °2 °1 °2 °1 °2
:

F1 F1 F2 F2 F1 F?- F3 F4
+X 111i +X 121i -X212i -X222i +X +X" -X 213i -X 224i111 i i22i

I

t
Design 5

1

T1 T2
\

I
,

r - - ---,
°1 °2 °1 °2

I ,

F1 F2 F
3

F4 F5 F6 It' Fa I7
+X 111 i +X112i +X 123i +X 124i -X215i -X 216i -X227i -X228i i

i

I
I

Design 6
I

i-
'I' T I

I

1 2 I
i

°1 °2 °1 °2 I
I

1
F1 F2 F1 F2 F3 F4 F

3
F4 i

,+X111i
,X

112i +X121i +X 122i -X 213i -X214i -X223i -X224i I
i- - ..._._-

I
II Design 7 i!

I ,
J T1 T2

°1 °2 °1 °2
, F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

! +X 111 i .tX112i +X121i
+X

122i -X211i -X212i -X221 i -X222i
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Discussion.

Alto~ether 7 t0St dcsi~ns have been exronined with a view to

the generalizability of differences between test scores. It is

believed that the designs chosen will cover most of test designs

actual for such purposes. Yet, the designs should be looked upon
and not as exhaustive of possible test designs,

as illustrative and sugge~tive of a general procedure /hopefully

being diverse enough to enable the informed reader to proceed on

his own with test designs that are appropriate for his specific

objective.

No de~p and thorough discussion of the meaning of difference

scores has been aimed at in the present paper. In developing the

various models for assessing the generalizability of difference

scores it has though been assumed that such an undertaking is

meaningful and worth while. Recently, Cronbach and Furby (1970),

and Cronbach,Gleser,Nanda and Rajaratnam (1972) have questioned

difference and gain scores as constructs. It seems to the author

that there might be more problems involved in gain scores than

in differences between rationally defined constructs, operationa

lized in two separate tests. In a simultaneous administration

of a differential aptitude test, there is hardly any more prob

lems connected with difference scores than sum scores. r~hey are

both linear combinations of part scores going into the composite.

The interpretation of empirically demonstrated differential con

structs has to be closely linked to the content and format of

tests being employed.

It should though be admitted that interpreting difference

scores may have some of the problematic character as bipolar

factors in factor analysis. This is particularly the case when
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a linear combination like a difference score is an a posteriori

constnlction. The preceding derivation of generalizability esti

mates for difference scores has elaborated on the assumption of

a priori rationally defined constructs, to be critically assessed

by analyzing data generated by proper test designs. It is also

apparent that in restricting the issue to differences between

two tests, rather than to differences among more than two tests,

i.e. to profiles generally, the interpretability of such scores

has been considerably facilitated.

Seeluingly, characteristic for studying difference score reli

bility in the past has been a freedom of choice of values to in

sert in fO~lula (3). Often, the values have been taken from other

sets of data than just that being analyzed. As r wb in formula (3)

is a reliability estimate, this freedom of choice seems to have

implied that whatever reliability estimate at hand, or convenient-

ly reached, could be put into the formula. This is certainly

not correct, which can easily be seen from the differences be

tween formulas (23) and (24) as contrasted with formulas (25) and

(26), where difference scores between tests and difference scores

between occasions are assessed, respectively.

A prominent feature of the development of generalizability

estimates in the present paper is that test designs are complete

in the sense that all information needed for estimating generali

zability is available in test data generated by the design. What

is evidently clear from the presentation of test designs above,

is that by taking into account the statistical properties of

the lowest unit scores, i.e. the scores on the level of forms,

there is no need to go outside test data on hand to fill in the

formula for difference score reliability.
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The approach to generalizability estimates for difference

scores developed here,is to a very great extent concerned with

the internal consistency of sets of comparable, or nominally

parallel, difference scores. It is thus closely related to a

kind of construct validation procedure, where one intends to

assess to what extent the difference scores are tapping one con

struct, so to say, a bipolar construct. Thus the problem is rela

tively complex in the case of difference scores between two tests,

in that the difference scores imply two distinct constructs, if

demonstrated to be reliable. On differential constructs persons

tend to be high on the one and Iowan the other. As convergent

tests indicate a form of construct validity, so do divergent

tests. Divergent tests indicate discriminant validity, which

repeatedly is called differential construct validity above.

Design 7 is an example of a very general design that is power

ful enough to indicate to what extent differential constructs

are measured consistently across both forms and occasions.In a

real sense, design 7 gives distinct estimates of equivalence and

stability of difference scores, while Stanley's (1967) test

design can only give an estimate of equivalence and stability

that is confounded.

A totally overlooked aspect of difference score reliability

seems to be that also difference scores obey the Spearman-Brown

prophecy formula. In the past, difference score reliability is

always given as the reliability of one difference score. The

demonstration that the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula applies

to difference scores as well as sum scores,should make it

nossible to increase test length in order to obtain satisfactory
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r(~liability coefficients for composite difference scores, pro

vided the reliability of one difference is promising enough.

In generalizability theory, the notion of a defined universe

of scores to which one intends to generalize is of crucial impor

tance. He has to be quite specific about what should be consi

dered comparable scores. In the case of differences between tests

constructed to measure differential aptitudes, one has to bring

in another facet in order to be able to specify a family of dif

ference scores over which to generalize. F:rGUHI~ 1 should remind

us that one difference score can be defined into several families

of such scores, each serving particular testing objectives.It is

up to the test user to specify what universe of difference scores

is ap"!,ropriate for his purpose, and construct test designs tha.t

meet his requirements.

rrhe multi-facet character of difference s cores should be noted.

The minimum test design is a two-facet one. But frequently more

complex designs are needed,and should not be avoided. Certainly,

much test data are placed OIl file that contain much UIlexploited

information on the generalizability of difference scores. For

8xample, the Irwin (1960) test data on WI;)C could most profitably

be analyzed according to a test design much more complex than

any of those examined in the present paper. Actually, his data

would fit a four-facet test design with tests (verbal and perfor

mance), subtests within tests, items within subtests, and two

occasions as the facets. This would indeed prove to be a very

sophisticated model for the structure of the difference score

variance with altoc;ether six different components. However, this

would be the model that best preserves the information in test
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data concerning the consistency of the difference scores between

verbal and performance tests across subtests,items,and occasions.

A simpler model would spoil some information on this consistency.

In the following two sets of real-world test data of two dif

ferent designs will be reanalyzed in order to illustrate how data

can be e:cnloited concerning the internal consistency of composite

difference scores.

Irwin (1 ()66) analyzed ViL';(; data to estimate rcliabili ties for

subtests,for the verbal scale,the performance scale,and for the

full scale. He also estimated tIle reliabili ties of the difference

scores between subtests, both within and between the verbal and

the nerforraance scales. His estimates of difference score reli

abili tics are not qUite meCUlingflJl accordinp, to the formulations

of such esti:1atcs as given in the present paller. f]:his was also

the conclusion reached by Stanley (1967). In the context of the

present paper it is not clear which family of difference scores

Irwin is generalizing to (cfr.PIGtJHE 1).

',"hile Ir\lin was concerned wi th estimati.ng the reliability of

differences between subtests, it might seem of even more substan

tive interest to estimate the reliability of the difference be

tween composite verbal and composite performance scales. This

should indicate to what extent verbal and performance tests as

operationalized by V/echsler represent differential constructs.

IJ1he reanalysis subsequently to be performed vrill elaborate on

the matrix of intersubtest correlations for age level 11, which

is nart of Irwin's (1966) rrable 3, p. 291. Uw complete correlation

Jlvl.trix .Ls presented here in II ' A.HI,E 11. ~)ubtest I)igi t ::;pan has been

omitted from the verbal scale in order to have 5 subtests within
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each of the two scales, verbal and performance. ~his will be

more convenient for the analysis. r[,he appropriate test design

for the WISC data as found in T~BLE 11, is our test design 1,

as subtests might be considered forms nested within the tests.

TABIJE 11. Intercorrelation matrix of WISC subtests ,age 11.

--..-_._------_._--- . --
Ve Pe

In Co Ar Si Vo Pc Pa TId oa~
In 1. - .83 .74 .84 .90 .54 .59 .68 .45 .63
Co .83 1.- .66 .72 .82 .65 .56 .77 .49 .64

Ve Ar .74 .66 1. - .69 .75 .62 .63 .58 .44 .52
Si .84 .72 .69 1.- .eo .41 .45 .68 .34 .47 1

Vo .90 .82 .75 .80 1.- .57 .48 .71 .46 .65
- -~ ~- .---- ...._~.

Pc .54 .65 .62 .41 .57 1. - .53 .62 .59 .51

I :Pa 59 56 .63 .45 .48 • 5 ~5 1.- .53 5 "7- .55. )

I'pe Bd .68 .77 .58 .68 .71 .62 .53 1.- .61 .68

I Oa .45 .49 .44 .34 .46 .59 .53 .61 1.- .71
i Cd .63 .64 .52 .47 .65 .51 .55 .68 .71 1. -
L-. '-... '--._. ' __'0__'·-- '---_,.__ ••,.__,••••••• ' __ 0_.__•••,,__ .•

Sum=65.24

Note. -- Ve=verbal, Pee performance, Inc-::information, Co:=..com
prehension, Ar=arithmetic, Si::=similarities, Vo=vocabulary,
Pc=picture completion, Pa=picture arrangement, Bd=block design.
Oa=object assembly, Cd=coding.

ThUS, formula (6) should be the correct estimate for the genera

lizability of the difference between the verbal and the perfor-

mance scales.

'['he needed values to be inserted in formula (6) can all be

found in 'p/\I3T,}; 11 by averaging the sum of the correlation coef-

ficients for each of the two categories of correlation, the

between-tests-between-subtests and the within-tests-between-sub-

tests correlations. The r bb is found to be 0.560, the rWb 0.680,

3lld k = 5, as there are 5 subtests within each of the tests.
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____2_._-'-!..L.6UO-1). 0, )60

1+4.0,680 - 0,560
-- 0,652

AlphaD(~) estimates the reliability of the difference scores be

tween the verbal and the performance scales (each of them a sum

of 5 subtests) to 0,652. 'Phis means that 65~" of the difference

score variance can be considered universe score variance.

The reliability for one average difference between tests can

be estimated by formula (3),

0,6eo - 0,560
1 - 0,560

0,273

On the average, the difference scores between subtests between

tests correlate 0,273, which is the reliability of one difference

score. It should be recalled that by employing the general

Spearman-Brown prophecy formula to alphaD(1)' alphaD(5) is

obtained,
5.0,273

alphaD(5) =
1 + 4.0,273

0,652

While alphaD(1) can be regarded as an expected correlation

between differences of two subtests,one fronl each of the tests;

alphaD(5) is the expected correlation between two sum composites

of 5 subtest differences.

1 t miGht perhaps be concluded that alphaDC)) is indicating

that WISe comes out with a fairly good differential construct

validity for the verbal and performance scales. If the battery

can be lengthened by adding another 5 subtests to each of the

tests, the difference score reliability will increase in accor-

dance with the Spearman-Brown formula to 0,798.
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It will be of considerable interest to excunine the variance

structure of the sum score across subtests and tests for the WISC

data, to see to what extent the differential constructs influence

the sum score variance. frhis is important to know in order to

interpret the sum score. For this purpose the components model

for the sum score variance (MS ) will be used, where
p

E(MSp ) == 62
f t + 262

t + 462
p : - p p

for the particular test design used there. In the present case,

that model will be changed in the coefficients for the components

as a result of employing 5 subtests (forms) instead of 2. Thus,

for the vnsc data in TABIJE 11,

E(USn ) 6 2 + 56p
2

t + 106p
2
.= psub:t

According to TABLE 3 the components can be estimated as func-

tions of the correlation matrix, such that

6~ = r bb :co 0,560

6~t = r wb- r bb == 0,680 - 0,560 = 0,120

62 b t == 1 r wb = 1,000 - 0,680-- 0,320psu :

MS = 0,320 + 5.0,120 + 10.0,560
p

_ 0,320 + 0,600 + 5,600 = 6,520

The T/IS = 6,520 is 1/2k = 111o of the SUJrl of the correlation
p

matrix in CeABIJE 11, which is 65,24. In setting MS to unit varip

ance, the following proportions of variance is obtained for

respective weighted variance components,

MS = 1,000 == 0,049 + 0,092 + 0,859
P
In the context of the present discussion,it is the contribu-
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bution of 56~t to sum score variance which is of particular con

cern. As shown, 950 of the sum scorG variance can be attributed

to the di:fferential constructs as measured by the differences

between verbal and performance scales. More concretely, this

means that persons with the same sum score have different scale

profiles. If these profiles are very different,it becomes diffi

cult to interpret individual differences in sum score meaning

fully; even the same sum scores have different meanings.

In the present case, the contribution of the differential

traits of 9% is small compared to the contribution yielded by

the general trait as represented by 1062 , which is 86j7,. This
p

e;eneral trait is common to both verbal and performance tests.

'rhus, it might be concluded that the sum score is SUbstantially

loaded with a general factor running through all of the WISe

subtests.

A somewhat changed picture of test score varia~ce is obtained

by examining the variance structure of an average subtest, which

will be a sum of unweighted variance components,

E(V b) ~ 62
b t + 6

2
t + 6

2
su psu : p p

- 0,320 + 0,120 + 0,560 = 1,000,

which is the variance of the subtests in the correlation matrix

of 'PABIJE 11. rehe difference in relative contribution to score

variance by the components for average subtest score compared

to sum score across subtests, is certainly dependent on the

hierarchical structure imposed by the variance components model.

The general component, 6~, is defined as common to all parts of

the test battery, while the more specific component, O~t' is

common to either the verbal or the performance scales, but not
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to both. Therefore, by lengthening the battery 2k times, the

general component will according to the model increase by a fac

tor of 2k, while the differential component will increase by a

factor of k.

It miVlt be tentatively concluded from the reanalysis of the

Irwin (1966) data that WISe for the 11 year level might be used

both as a meaningful one-dimensional measure to tap a general
for some purposes

construct and/as a measure of differential constructs,as repre-

sented by the verbal and the performance scales. A somewhat mis-

leading picture of the WISe battery as a one-dimensional measure

might be obtained by wrongly applying traditional alpha to the

correlation matrix of TABJ.JE 11. For this purpose the overall

average intersubtest correlation, rij (where i I j), ignoring

the differentiation previously made between rbb and r wb • With

an r .. =.0 0,614, the assumed "homogeneous" alpha will be,lJ

alphasum (2k) -
5.0,614

1 + 4.0,614
= 0,888

By apnlying traditional alpha to the YfISe data in fl'ABLE 11,

the contribution of the general component viill be overestimated

by ignoring the differential effects of the verbal and the Der-

formance sco.les.

Hecently, IJauvfls (1973) in a study of college dropouts used

difference scores as measures of students' exuerienced satisfac-

tion, or dissatisfaction, of several kinds in the college en-

vironment. He adoDted Pervin's (1967) aDproach, aDplying a seman-

tic differential as the method for measuring these attitudes.

:,'01' example, the concepts mie:ht be College and Ideal College, and
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h,i- e i 'lnlo.y:Ln('; the smIle bipolar adj ect_Lves fU3 f3cales for both

concents. [1'Jms, in this particular test design scales are crossed

with concents, such that it matches our test design 2, where

forms (scales) are crossed with tests (concepts).
correctly

JJauv'2,.s, liJce Pervin, ,,01sed the difference between the same

scales for the two concepts as the measure of satisfaction. He

used 20 scales in his instrument, thus generating altOGether 20
the same

difference scores, all of them intended to measure / bipolar

dimension, reflecting both satisfaction <U1c1 dissatisfaction in

the ~tudents' experience of the real college they met as compared

to the college they saw as an ideal one.

The Datrix of N persons by 20 difference scores constituted

data from which the values relevant for formula (5) were taken

to estimate the internal consistency of these 20 difference

scores by way of a traditional alpha coefficient. In accordance

with the logic of deriving generalizability estimates for dif

ference scores undertaken in the present paper, formula (22)

would be the correct one to apply in assessing the reliability

of the difference between the two concepts,say, College and Ideal

College, across the 20 scales . F'oI' this particular difference,
raw score

Lauvas got alphaD(20) == 0,82, by using/formula (5).Almost the SWl(

into formula (22)
result is obtained by inserting/the averaGe correlation coeffici-

ents from the intercorrelation matrix of the 40 original scores
1 )

goine; into the test desir;n. Hecalling that 'j cate[';ories of

correlation coefficients were defined for test design 2, the

crossed design, the following coefficients were obtained: Tbb --

-0,014 r b == 0, 11 5 and I' b == 0, 172. Wi th kw w 20, the reliability

of the composite difference between College and Ideal College
1)

A discrepancy in results is solely due to the possibility of
non-homogeneous variances in scales when raw difference scores
are used, as in formula (5).
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for the Lauvas data becomes,

20.0,172 -(20.-0,U14)

1 + 19. 0,172 - 0,115 -(19.-0,014)
-- 0, (54

It should be noted that formula (5) applies to test design 1,

which is shovm in the derivation of formula (6), and also to test

design 2. In order to derive formula (22) from formula (5), one

has to be quite explicit about how to write the SUlll of the dif-

ference score variances and the composite difference score vari-

ance in terms of' the correlation matrix of test design 2 as com

pared to the corresponding variances for test design 1. Byob

serving this precaution, formula (22) is derived from formula (J)

this way,

alphaD(k) = ( k~1 )( 1

k
= (-)(1

k-1

k(2-2rb )
w )

(22)

The fairly high difference score reliability obtained by Lauv-

as is a result of an almost ideal combination of low correlations
relatively

among different scales for the two concepts and/high correlations

among scales within the concepts. What is implied in the corre

lation coefficients reported from the Lauvas data, is that the
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average inte.rdifference corrdation is C),2(),'A wYliell is even

h1/"1](;1' tll:ll1lJlC ;wcrage in Ll'I'scalc correlation vvi tld.n concepts.

'~llle value of 0,2013 is found by solving for the average inter

rl.ifference correlation in the general Spearman-Brown fonnula

vii th L: ::- 20 and alphan(20 ) cO, 1.34 •

fl'he substantial difference score reliability of 0,82 does not

in any vlaY suggest that the Gcore is valid. fL1his is another story.

Tt should be rnentioned,thour;h, that the difference scores gene

rated in the J,auv:'\.s study, correlated on the average hir,her wi th

the deoendent var:Lable, dropou.ts versus not-dropouts, as compared

to the correla'~ions obtained by using more traditional predictors,

like sex, age, average high school mark, etc.

;~hc trw rcal-vl0rld s tudi es reviewed above seem to indicate

that difference scores can be meaningfully inter-

nreted in a substantive context. Undoubtedly, aside from the prob

le~ of meAning, difference score reliability should be considered

a needed contrib1.~tion to the assessment of discriminant validity

of constructs, thus being an aspec t of the constrt.l.Ct validation

orocedul'e. in LItis perspective, the present paper may be regarden

as a continued and. extended discussion ot' the problems raised by

Campbell and Piske (1959) concerning converGent and discriminant

validity. it is also believed to be congenial with Cronbach's

(1971) basic outlook on test validation.
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